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Generalized Attachment Models for the Genesis
of Graphs with High Clustering Coefficient∗
Jens Gustedt
Abstract Commonly used techniques for the random generation of graphs such
as those of Erdős & Rényi and Barabási & Albert have two disadvantages, namely
their lack of bias with respect to history of the evolution of the graph, and their in-
capability to produce families of graphs with non-vanishing prescribed clustering
coefficient. In this work we propose a model for the genesis of graphs that tackles
these two issues. When translated into random generation procedures it generalizes
the above mentioned procedures. When just seen as composition schemes for graphs
they generalize the perfect elimination schemes of chordal graphs. The model itera-
tively adds so-called contexts that introduce an explicit dependency to the previous
evolution of the graph. Thereby they reflect a historical bias during this evolution
that goes beyond the simple degree constraint of preference edge attachment. Fix-
ing certain simple statical quantities during the genesis leads to families of random
graphs with a clustering coefficient that can be bounded away from zero.
Key words: attachment models, random graph generation, k-trees
1 Introduction and Overview
Modeling the genesis of graphs has become an important task in many applica-
tion domains, most prominent are probably graphs of computer networks and social
networks. Such models are an important prerequisite for the random generation of
realistic large networks that are needed for simulations in the framework of the ap-
plication domains and also for testing graph algorithms and their implementations
on examples of a realistic size.
Application graphs that follow a vein of ‘families of hidden cliques defining a
graph’ have been identified by Guillaume and Latapy [2004]: protein networks, the
core network of the Internet, web connections (http links), the co-starring relation
among film actors and the co-occurrence relation of words in sentences. The goal of
this paper here is to give a random model that covers the inter-relationship between
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those cliques, e.g the non-trivial overlap of those cliques, and the temporal evolution
of these networks respectively their genesis.
During the genesis of such graphs, the dependence of the process from previous
choices is an important detail that we try to handle. We propose a relatively simple
model, in which each newly introduced clique depends on a previously known one.
For the graph of co-authorships, e.g, a new paper often emerges from a previous one
by slightly modifying the list of authors, some people cease contributing for the new
one, others, such as experts of a particular subdomain or new PhD students join in.
Classical random graph models, such as promoted by Erdős and Rényi [1960],
usually do not fulfill the necessities from the application domains since the expected
structure of the generated graphs is too far from what is observed in practical set-
tings. Because of that, starting form the work of Barabási and Albert [1999] in the
last decade a lot of attempts to provide more realistic models have been undertaken,
see e.g Latapy [2007] for an overview, or Dorogovtsev and Mendes [2003] for a
textbook.
These models try to capture different statistical properties of the generated
graphs, such as the degree distribution or the expected distance between arbitrary
pairs of vertices. Here, we will concentrate on an important property that is desired
for random graphs, namely their density: it was observed that real world graphs are
generally sparse (‘have much less edges than they could’) but are usually locally
quite dense (‘the probability that two neighbors of a vertex are also connected is
high’).
The clustering coefficient cc(G) of a graph G is meant to capture this feature.
It measures how close or how far the vertices are to being simplicial: a vertex v
is called simplicial if the neighborhood of v is a clique. If v is not simplicial, the
neighborhood density cc(G, v) at v is the quotient between the number of edges
inside the neighborhood of v and the maximum number of such edges. Formally
cc(G) is given as the average over all vertices v ∈ V of
cc(G, v) =
1 if v is simplicial|EvG|(degG(v)2 ) otherwise (1)
Observe that for the (practically unimportant) border case of vertices of degree 0
or 1 this definition is different from what can be usually found in the literature,
see e.g Dorogovtsev and Mendes [2003], but it will prove convenient in the sequel.
Using only the quotient would not be well defined since the denominator then would
be 0 for these special cases. With our particular choice we have that cc will be high
for trees: for any tree G without vertices of degree 2, cc(G) > 0.5. This high value
fits well to what we obtain when we investigate other graphs that show a ‘tree-like’
structure.
A k-tree, see Arnborg [1985], Robertson and Seymour [1986], is a graph that can
be obtained from a clique of size k+ 1 by iteratively joining new vertices to cliques
of size k. The so-called k-tree-decomposition of such a graph is easily defined from
this iterative definition.
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Observation 1 For some k > 0 let G be a k-tree with a k-tree-decomposition that
has no vertices of degree 2. Then cc(G) ≥ 12 −
k−2
2|V (G)| .
A proof for this statement can be obtained by counting the leaves of the decompo-
sition: they correspond to simplicial vertices in the graph. Because of the restriction
for the tree-decomposition at least half of the nodes of that decomposition are leaves
and thus almost one half of the vertices of the graph are simplicial. The observation
then follows by straightforward estimations.
The bound given in Observation 1 is not sharp. It accounts only for those vertices
that are in fact simplicial and the impact of the other vertices is neglected. But on the
other hand it shows us some reason why some graph G might have a high clustering
coefficient namely that it might have ‘a lot’ (here one half) of ‘boundary’ vertices
that are simplicial.
Also, Observation 1 puts a restriction on the permissible k-tree decomposition
thatG should have. It is easy to see that for the path with n edges cc(Pn) = 2/n. So
the bound or a similar one can’t hold without that restriction and for k = 1. But other
vertices, if not simplicial, still might contribute with a high value of cc. Since the
number of potential edges in the neighborhood grows quadratically with the size of
that neighborhood low degree vertices will in fact easier fulfill such a condition. One
aim of this paper is to make such an observation into a precise counting argument
which will prove that in some classes of sparse graphs there will always be enough
low degree vertices that contribute with high values to the clustering coefficient.
To fulfill our goal of randomly generating graphs that have a high clustering co-
efficient we will generalize the constructions that lead to k-trees and chordal graphs.
Our construction uses so-called contexts that are analogous to the cliques of a tree-
decomposition. Section 2 introduces our model in detail. Section 2 then shows the
relationship to previously known graph classes and proves some basic properties of
the construction.
In Section 3 we will prove a more general bound for the clustering coefficient that
is obtained by this construction. By this we can guarantee that all random graphs
that are generated by it will have a non-vanishing clustering coefficient. In contrast
to Observation 1, this will also take non-simplicial vertices into account.
To formulate the full statement of the bound as it is given there is not possible
without the notations that are introduced in Section 2. But translated to the special
case of k-trees it reads as follows.
Lemma 1. Let G be a k-tree for some k > 1. Then cc(G) ≥ k − 1
4k2
.
Observe, that compared to Observation 1 here we got rid of the restriction on the
shape of the tree-decomposition. The lower bound on k is necessary because of
examples like Pn as mentioned above. If a graph contains an abundant number of
induced P2 its clustering coefficient can be brought arbitrarily low.
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2 The Model and its Basic Properties
We will attempt to model the genesis of large interconnection networks. As men-
tioned above, our model will be an extension of the construction that leads to k-
trees and more generally to chordal graphs. The idea of this paper is that we will
distinguish the observable, generally a graph of relations, from an implicit family
of concepts or contexts that define it, but which are in general not or only partially
observable. These contexts correspond to the cliques of the tree-decomposition of
chordal graphs. The genesis of these structures will be described as a process, i.e as
an evolution of a combinatorial object in time.
This idea that the edges of the graph under investigation come from a more or less
hidden structure of cliques was already implicit in Ravasz and Barabási [2003] and
has been verified for a large number of application graphs, see Guillaume and Latapy
[2004]. Implicitly it also is present in [Dorogovtsev and Mendes, 2003, Sec. 5.13 ff.]
where techniques for the growth of graphs are introduced and for which a bound of
cc is given. In fact, in our terminology this technique boils down to the generation of
k-trees and what will be described in the sequel can be viewed as a generalization
of that approach. As a basic example throughout this paper we will use an inter-
connection network of which we, as scientists, are all concerned: the graph of co-
authorship. In that graph the vertex set is formed by the ‘objects’ Ob under investi-
gation which in the example in fact are ‘subjects’, namely the authors that have been
contributing to a specific scientific domain. We add an edge e = {ob1, ob2} ∈ E if
ob1 and ob2 have co-authored a scientific paper of the domain.
As we already see in this basic example, the implicit structure that we investigate
is richer than the just the graph (Ob, E). In particular we have an important family
of implicit objects or co-objects Co which are the scientific papers. Each such paper
co ∈ Co describes the context of a collaboration between a set of colleagues and the
relational structure E is derived from them.
Other structures that follow the same vein of ‘families of hidden cliques defining
a graph’ can be found in application graphs:
• For metabolic networks bio-chemical reactions define cliques.
• For the Internet on IP level a direct IP connection between two hosts is usually
provided through a connection to the same switch or router, or by listening to a
shared physical medium (radio or ethernet). Thus the Internet graph can be seen
as generated from the local ‘link layer’ networks that each form local cliques.
• For social networks, connection between individuals can often be attributed to
the common membership of in a social structure such as the family, the work
place, school classes, church etc.
• For semantic networks two concepts (scientific papers, web pages, . . . ) are linked
if they are co-referenced in some text (other paper, other web page, . . . ). Here the
referring context defines a clique of all its referred objects.
What the modeling in previous papers failed to explain (up to our best knowledge)
was the inter-relationship between those cliques, e.g the non-trivial overlap of those
cliques, and the temporal evolution of these networks respectively their genesis.
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τ -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
ob0 0 0 0 0
ob1 1
ob2 2 2
ob3 3 3 3
ob4 4
ob5 5 5
ob6 6 6 6 6
ob7 7 7
ob8 8 8
(a) A sequence of contexts
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(b) The graphical representation
Fig. 1 A graph that is generated by a sequence of contexts. On the left, columns corresponds to
contexts and are given in generation order. Lines denote the contexts in which an object appears.
The boxed entries denote the initial subsequence where a new element is ‘created’. On the right,
the contexts correspond to triangles. The edges of the graph are the edges of these triangles.
Objects and their Contexts. More formally, we will investigate pairs (Ob,Co)
where Ob is a set (usually finite) and Co ⊆ 2Ob is some family of subsets over Ob.
We will refer to Ob as the set of objects, e.g the members of a scientific community,
and to Co as contexts in which these objects appear together, e.g the scientific papers
that they co-author. We will say that ob1, ob2 ∈ Ob are linked if there is some
co ∈ Co such that {ob1, ob2} ⊆ co. The set of edges, relations or links E is then
defined by EOb,Co = {{ob1, ob2} | ∃co ∈ Co, ob1 and ob2 ∈ co with ob1 6= ob2} .
First, observe that from that definition (Ob, E) has no loops. Second, in this
formal definition Ob and Co play ‘opposite’ sites in a bipartite relation that is defined
by the containment relation ∈. In view of the combinatorial structure the emphasis
of Ob being the first set of the pair and Co the second is arbitrary (“just” given by the
application). For the example, we could equally well be interested in the relationship
among the papers, linking two papers if they share a common author. A context for
papers then corresponds to the oeuvre of a scientist.
These pairs (Ob,Co) are considered as parts of a process (the ‘genesis’) of
a growing structure. Namely we look at sequences ((Obτ ,Coτ ))τ=(−ℵ+1)...,0,1,...
where the parameter τ can be thought of as discretized time, ℵ > 0 defines a num-
ber of pre-existent contexts, and we have that
Ob−ℵ+1 · · · ⊆ Ob0 ⊆ Ob1 ⊆ · · · and Co−ℵ+1 · · · ⊆ Co0 ⊆ Co1 ⊆ · · ·
In terms of the link graph this defines a growing sequence of graphsGi = (Obi, Ei),
with Ei = EObi,Coi :
(∅, ∅) = (Ob−ℵ, E−ℵ) ⊂ (Ob−ℵ+1, E−ℵ+1) · · · ⊆ (Ob0, E0) ⊆ (Ob1, E1) ⊆ · · ·
Figure 1 shows an example of a sequence of contexts and the resulting graphs.
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What is usually observed in applications is only part of the genesis, e.g some or
just one of the graphs. The number of vertices (resp. edges) at time τ are denoted
with nτ and mτ respectively, i.e
nτ = |Obτ | and mτ = |Eτ | .
To describe such a genesis we will assume that one step from (Obτ , Coτ ) to
(Obτ+1,Coτ+1) is given by exactly one new context. That is, there is an enumera-
tion of the contexts . . . , co0, co1, co2, . . . such that
Obτ =
⋃
t≤τ
cot and Coτ =
⋃
t≤τ
{cot}.
The potentially infinite base sets for τ →∞ are denoted Ob∞ and Co∞. Generally,
we will also suppose that the sequence has no redundancy, i.e that for all τ there are
ob, ob′ ∈ Obτ such that {ob, ob′} 6∈ Eτ−1. For all τ we will denote this set of non-
redundant edges Ēτ = Eτ \Eτ−1 for which we thus have Ēτ 6= ∅. Another property
that we assume for the sequence is that it respects inclusion in the following sense.
For τ < κ, the new elements that appear in Obτ fulfill
Obκ \ Obτ−1 6⊂ Obτ \ Obτ−1, (2)
i.e no context appearing later than coτ in the sequence will add less elements to
Obτ−1 than coτ .
Even with this property the exact ordering of the contexts will be arbitrary. In fact,
if Obτ = Obτ+1 the contexts coτ and coτ+1 can be considered interchangeable.
A subsequence coτ , . . . , coτ+` in (coi)i=0,... is stable if all adjacent elements are
interchangeable, or, in other words Obτ = · · · = Obτ+`. It is maximally stable if it
is stable and may not be extended to the left or right without loosing that property.
We then also have that Obτ ∩ Obτ−1 = · · · = Obτ+` ∩ Obτ−1.
With that definition we may subdivide our sequence uniquely into maximally
stable subsequences. For each τ , startτ denotes the start index of the maximal sta-
ble subsequence to which coτ belongs. Lτ denotes the number of contexts in that
subsequence. Both values are independent of the particular ordering of the subse-
quence. Also we associate to each such maximal stable subsequence the set of newly
introduced objects, createτ = Obτ \ Obstartτ−1.
The starting point of the genesis. In a genesis as we attempt to describe here,
new objects and contexts will emerge from ones that previously exist. Clearly this is
only possible if we assume the existence of some of them initially. In a sequence of
contexts we will thus assume that there is a finite number ℵ of predefined contexts
co−(ℵ−1), . . . , co0. The parameters n0 and m0 are thus the number of vertices and
edges that we assume present before the genesis starts, and which we assume to be
finite numbers.
Besides some more or less obvious requirements (e.g that we only may connect to
a clique of a required size if there is one), the statistical properties of the graphs that
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will result below will not much depend on the initial choice of contexts. They will be
dominated by the many other choices during the genesis. Such as the cristallization
germ of a snowflake is very important for it to form initially but by itself it will not
have much influence on the final shape.
The bias introduced by imitation. In our genesis, the dependence of the process
from previous choices is an important detail that we have to handle. We propose a
relatively simple model, in which each new co ∈ Co depends on one previously
known other element. In our example of the graph of authorship, a new work often
emerges from a previous one by slightly modifying the list of authors, some people
cease contributing for the new one, others, such as experts of a particular subdomain
or new PhD students join in.
So in general we suppose that for each τ > 0 there is ρ(τ) < τ , such that for
stabτ = coρ(τ) ∩ coτ oldτ = coρ(τ) \ coτ newτ = coτ \ coρ(τ) (3)
we have that stabτ 6= ∅ and newτ 6= ∅. For constructing coτ a pre-existing coρ(τ),
the paragon, is chosen, copied into a new set coτ in which oldτ is replaced by newτ .
Now, the type of transformations that are permitted when going from coρ(τ) to
coτ will be much dependent on the particular domain; different sets of rules will
lead to specific families of graphs. We will investigate simple deterministic and
statistical properties of such rules. Therefore, we will introduce some parameters
on the sizes of these sets that could describe the evolution in different application
domains, either by following some deterministic rule, or just by some statistical
correlation. These parameters may then be used to describe an observed sequence
or to randomly sample a ‘typical’ member of a specific family.
Dτ the size of coτ
Oτ the number of replaced objects, |oldτ |
Nτ the number of replacing objects, |newτ |
Sτ the number of sporadic objects that had been present before this stable subse-
quence but are reintroduced into the new context, i.e |newτ \ createτ |.
Lτ the length of the maximal stable sequence containing coτ as defined above
We expect that applications usually could provide sensible values (resp. distri-
butions) for these parameters. In the case of the co-authorship graph, e.g, it should
be possible to describe the distribution of the number of authors of a paper (D), the
typical number of papers to which a young PhD student contributes at the beginning
of his career (L), the scientific heritage from the initial environment (relation ρ).
Special cases for fixed parameters. In the following we will look at cases such
that the parameters from the previous section are equal to some constant for all
τ > 0. A sequence which fulfills these constraints for fixed values of D,O,N ,S,
and L will be called a (D,O,N ,S,L)-sequence. Whenever we fix only some of
these parameters we will replace those that are not fixed by the symbol ‘*’.
Fixing the values for some of these parameters lead to the genesis of families of
graphs that are already well studied. Here we always assume that the initial start of
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the genesis is always given by just one initial context co0. A schema for the inter-
relationship of such graph families is given in Figure 2. In particular, known classes
correspond to the following values:
(D,O,N ,S,L)
(2, 1, 1, 0, t) The contexts themselves are just edges, one of the objects of the
paragon is replaced by the new object and every such new object
appears as new in a stable sequence of length exactly t for some
constant t > 0. This leads to the genesis by preferential edge attach-
ment as described by Barabási and Albert [1999]. Suppose that for
each τ the choice of ρτ is uniform among all possible values. Then,
each vertex v is chosen with a probability that is proportional to its
degree at instance τ .
(2, 2, 2, 1, ∗) This is the limit case for which a complete renewal for each new
edge that is added is performed. It leads to random graphs similar to
the model of Erdős and Rényi [1960]; at any point choosing any of
the pairs (v, w) is equally likely.
(∗, ∗, ∗, 0, 1) Each new context introduces new vertices and doesn’t push old ver-
tices into new contexts. This leads to the genesis of chordal graphs. It
is easy to see that our genesis is a reverted elimination ordering, that
ρ defines a tree and that that tree is a tree decomposition of the graph.
In the restricted case that Dτ ≡ k + 1 is also fixed and Oτ ≡ 1, i.e
(k+ 1, 1, 1, 0, 1)-sequences, the graphs are the k-trees. For Dτ = 2,
i.e (2, 1, 1, 0, 1), we then just have trees.
D
=
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3-
tre
es
D
=
3
2-
tre
es
Erdős and Rényi
Barabási and Albert
D
=
2
Tr
ee
s
(1
-tr
ee
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←−
−
S=
0
−−
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S>
0
D = O memoryless
L
=
1
ch
ord
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s
L
=
2L
=
3
O = 1
Fig. 2 Special cases of graph classes in function of the parameters D, O, S and L. The topline
‘memoryless’ refers to the fact that in the case that D = O (e.g Erdős and Rényi graphs) each
choice is independent from previous choices. The blob with L = 1 are the chordal graphs, and
intersecting this blob with those for D = 2, 3, . . . gives rise to k-trees.
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3 Parameter Estimations
Estimating the number of edges. An important feature of most real world graphs
is their sparseness, i.e the fact that they usually have an average degree that is
bounded by some small constant. In this section we will show how such a claim
holds for our proposed genesis. In the next section, such bounds then will be a ma-
jor ingredient to prove a bound on the clustering coefficient.
An important case for bounding the clustering coefficient from below will be
sequences that don’t have sporadic occurences of objects, i.e with S = 0. As seen
above these occur as generalizations of well studied classes of graphs, so studying
the resulting families might be of interest of its own.
Lemma 2. Let S = 0 and τ = startτ , i.e τ is the starting point of a maximal
stable sequence. Then the number of edges |Eτ \ Eτ−1| added by context coτ is
|stabτ | · |createτ |+
(|createτ |
2
)
.
Proof. Let stabτ = coτ ∩ coρ(τ) = {ob1, . . . , obd} be the objects that had been
copied into coτ . Since all of them are already present in coρ(τ), no new edge between
them is added at time τ .
Now let ob ∈ createτ be any new object. By definition all edges induced for it in
coτ must be new. So we get |stabτ | new edges for it that link to older elements.
Among the objects in createτ we create all pairs of possible edges. ut
Let us now restrict even further by fixingO = 1 and S = 0, i.e classes where go-
ing from coρ(τ) to coτ replaces exactly one object ob ∈ oldτ by the unique element
ob′ ∈ createτ .
For the simplicity of the arguments we will first assume that the following prop-
erty holds for ρ: if τ < τ ′ are such that coτ and coτ ′ are members of the same stable
sequence (createτ = createτ ′ ) then their predecessors by ρ are mutually disjoint.
coρ(τ) ∩ coρ(τ ′) = ∅ (4)
We call such a sequence distinctive.
Lemma 3. For a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0, the number of edges
|Eτ \ Eτ−1| added by context coτ is Dτ − 1.
Proof. If τ = startτ , i.e is first in its stable subsequence, this is Lemma 2, since
O = |createτ | = 1, |stabτ | = |coτ | − 1 and thus |stabτ | · |createτ | = |coτ | − 1.
If τ 6= startτ , we have that coh ∩ coτ = createτ for all startτ ≤ h < τ . Thus no
edge that is induced by coτ may have been created previously. ut
Corollary 1. For a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0, we have that
|Eτ | = m0 − τ +
∑
θ≤τ Dθ = m0 + τ(D̃τ − 1). (5)
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Lemma 4. Suppose that for a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0 there are
constants δ+ and λ+ with D̃τ ≤ δ+ and L̃τ ≤ λ+. Then the average degree of Gτ
is δτ ≈ 12 · L̃τ
(
D̃τ − 1
)
. More precisely
∣∣∣∣δτ − 12 · L̃τ (D̃τ − 1)∣∣∣∣ = O ( 1τ ) .
Proof. With some constant C that only depends on λ+, δ+,m0 and n0 we have that
∣∣∣∣δτ − 12 · L̃τ
(
D̃τ − 1
)∣∣∣∣ = 12 ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m0 + τ
(
D̃τ − 1
)
n0 + τ
L̃τ
− L̃τ
(
D̃τ − 1
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (6)
=
1
2
·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L̃τm0 − n0L̃τ
2
(
D̃τ − 1
)
L̃τn0 + τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
C
τ
(7)
ut
A graphG has arboricity a if its edges can be subdivided into a familyF1, . . . , Fa
of forests over the same vertex set. Many families of graphs that have been tradi-
tionally studied have bounded arboricity, namely all classes that are closed under the
so-called graph-minor operation, see Mader [1967]. From the definition follows that
then necessarily |E(G)| ≤ a · |V (G)|, so G must be sparse to have low arboricity.
The converse is generally not true: there are sparse graphs that have high arboricity,
so having low arboricity is a stronger requirement than being sparse. For our graph
genesis we obtain the following lemma. It shows that not only the density of the
graphs is bounded in terms of parameters of the sequence, but also their arboricity.
Lemma 5. Suppose that we have a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0.
Denote the arboricity of the initial graph G0 by a0. Then for τ > 0 the arboricity
of Gτ is aτ ≤ max {aτ−1, Lτ · (Dτ − 1)} .
For a proof just observe that at each τ the newly created edges that link the new
vertex are no more than Lτ · (Dτ − 1) and can each be assigned to a different forest
F1, . . . , Faτ in the subdivision.
Restrictions to the Neighborhood of a Vertex. The aim of this section is to show
that for a large variety of choices of the parameters the graph that is induced by the
neighborhood of a vertex has interesting properties. In particular it contains a large
subgraph that again can be obtained from the same generating process (but with
other parameters). This ‘recursive’ local structure can then be used to bound the
clustering coefficient from below. Notable exceptions from this structural property
are the “classical” models of random graphs, in our terminology when D = 2. On
the other hand whenever D̃ is bounded away from 2 the cluster coefficient can be
shown to be bounded in consequence.
Let (co...) be a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0. Let ob ∈ Ob∞ be
an object and let
(
co[ob]...
)
be the subsequence of contexts that contain ob. Figure 3
shows the case for 6 from Figure 1.
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τ ′ -2 -1 0 1 2 3
ob0 0 0 0
ob2 2 2
ob3 3 3 3
ob5 5 5
ob6 6 6 6 6
ob7 7
ob8 8
(a) The restricted sequence of
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(b) The induced graph
Fig. 3 The restriction
“
co[ob6]...
”
to ob6. Only columns touching ob6 appear and only lines corre-
sponding to ob6 and its neighbors.
Observe that this definition only talks about the subsequence that is induced by
the membership of ob. Other edges between the neighbors of ob might by induced
by contexts that do not include ob and will thus occur sporadically in the genesis.
Figure 1 illustrates such cases: when adding the two contexts for object 8 a new
edge {7, 8} appears in the neighborhood of 6. Another example is edge {6, 8} that
appears in the neighborhood of 0. The existence of these edges is not deducible
from the contexts in which 6 (resp. 0) is involved directly. We will call such edges
locally sporadic for the corresponding vertex. Sporadic edges may not only occur
after an object has been newly introduced. In Figure 1 the edges {0, 6} and {6, 7}
are sporadic for 8.
Lemma 6. Let (co...) be a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0. Let ob ∈
Ob∞ be an object and let
(
co[ob]...
)
be the subsequence of contexts that contain ob.
Then
(
co[ob]...
)
is a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0, too.
Because of this possible occurrence of locally sporadic edges the following
lemma only gives a lower bound on the number of edges in the neighborhood of
an object.
Lemma 7. Let (co...) be a distinctive sequence with O = 1 and S = 0. Let ob ∈
Ob∞ be an object, let
(
co[ob]...
)
be the subsequence of contexts that contain ob, and
let L[ob] and D[ob] the respective parameters of that subsequence. Then the number
of edges in the neighborhood of ob at time τ ′ is at least
α+ β + τ ′
(
D̃[ob]τ ′ − 2
)
with α = |E−1 ∩N(ob)| , β =
τ0+Lτ0∑
τ=τ0
(
Dτ − 1
2
)
.
(8)
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α is the number of edges that were initially present in the neighborhood of ob and
β is the number of edges in the neighborhood that are added before ob is created at
time τ0 and that would be induced by the generating contexts of ob.
Observe that here the time variable τ ′ (and thus the averaging) only accounts
for those events in which ob is involved in the original sequence. In particular, this
means that convergence to the approximate value will be much ‘slower’ compared
to the original sequence.
Also notice that the terms in (8) are always well defined since D ≥ 2 and there-
fore D̃ ≥ 2, too. For contexts τ with Dτ = 2 the contribution to the sum in β is 0.
So Dτ = 2 clearly is a borderline case where we have a important property change.
In consequence the following theorem needs a restriction to Dτ > 2.
Theorem 2. Suppose that for a distinctive sequence withO = 1 and S = 0, we have
that D̃τ ≤ δ+ and L̃τ ≤ λ+ for some constants δ+ and λ+. Suppose in addition
that there are some integers δ−, λ− with 2 < δ− ≤ Dτ and 1 ≤ λ− ≤ Lτ for all
τ . Then for R− = λ−(δ− − 2) and R+ = λ+(δ+ − 1) the clustering coefficient is
bounded from below, namely for τ sufficiently large we have cc(Gτ ) ≥ 14 ·
R−
R+2
.
Proof. From Lemma 4 we know that if τ is large enough (i.e τ  C) at least half of
the vertices have a degree of at most 2R+. Therefore for the clustering coefficient
we get
1
nτ
∑
ob∈Obτ
NEτ (ob)(degτ (ob)
2
) ≥ 1
nτ
∑
ob∈Obτ
degτ (ob)≤2R
+
NEτ (ob)(
2R+
2
)
≥ 1
nτ
∑
ob∈Obτ
degτ (ob)≤2R
+
λ−(δ− − 2)(
2R+
2
) (9)
≥ λ
−(δ− − 2)
4R+2
And the claim follows. ut
Notice that (9) only uses part of (8). deg4 NE4
`deg4
2
´
cc4
0 5 5 10 0.5
1 2 1 1 1.0
2 3 2 3 0.7
3 4 3 6 0.5
4 2 1 1 1.0
5 3 2 3 0.7
6 6 6 15 0.4
7 3 3 3 1.0
8 4 4 6 0.7
av 3.6 3 0.7
Table 1 degree statistics of the graph in Figure 1
Consider the graph from Figure 1,
again. Table 1 shows the statistics for
the individual vertices. It turns out that
the average clustering coefficient of
this graph is quite high, namely 0.7.
For the example graph we have δ− =
δ+ = 3, λ− = 1 and λ+ = 1.7.
The bound of Theorem 2 evaluates
to 0.0225, which is far from the real
value of 0.7.
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4 Some Experimental Results
A first implementation of the random generation processes that are described here
have been undertaken. They show that our approach is feasible for a large variety of
parameters. It has been used to generate graphs in the range from several thousand to
several million vertices. The experiments were only limited by two factors, namely
the memory requirements to store the resulting graphs and the computing time that
is needed for the approximation of the clustering coefficient, see Schank and Wagner
[2005].
A full description of those results will be reported in a separate paper, a first
preliminary report is available, see Gustedt and Schimit [2008]. Here we just like
to emphasize on the threshold of D = 2 that is apparent in Theorem 2. Figure 4
illustrates the fundamental difference in the properties of the resulting graphs for
D = 2 in Figure 4(a) (logarithmic scale in y) and D = 4 for 4(b) (linear scale in y).
For both we plot the approximation of the clustering coefficient for a set of randomly
generated graphs. Whereas in the first case we have an exponential decrease of the
clustering coefficient as the size of the graphs grows, the second clearly shows that
we attain a non-zero limit.
5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we have presented a modeling framework for the genesis of graphs.
It can used for the random generation of sparse graphs for which we are able to
guarantee a high local density namely a high clustering coefficient. Our approach is
practical and provides quick access to large families of sample graphs that can be
used for simulation and for testing.
Still, a more profound investigation of the properties of the generated graphs has
to be undertaken. In particular, it will be interesting to emulate the degree and clique
constraints that have been observed in different application domains. In addition, the
paragon relation ρ(τ) among the contexts as it is introduced here needs more study.
We have to check to what extent it models the historical bias during a graph genesis
realistically.
Another direction of future research has become apparent during the first ex-
perimental studies of our approach: compared to some application graphs such as
the Internet graph and social networks the graphs that we have been able to gener-
ate were quite ‘small’, they had only a million vertices. To generate larger sample
graphs that could be the test input for large scale tests of distributed algorithms we
will need to parallelize our approach.
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Fig. 4 Experimental results of the clustering coefficient in terms of the number of vertices (103
to 106). Each data point corresponds to a randomly generated graph G and plots the number
of vertices |V (G)| against the clustering coefficient cc(G). The graphs are generated such that
log10 |V (G)| is uniformly distributed in [3, 6).
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